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Brochure
On
Human Values and Professional Ethics

Human Values and Professional Ethics:
The subject that enables us to understand 'what is called
value education. Value education is important
the value system that he/she holds and puts it to use.

valuable' for human happiness is
to help everyone in improving

What is the relationship between ethics, values, morals, and attitude?
The perspective given below is with the understanding that Humans seek harmony.
To be a human is to care, to nurture, to inspire, to share, to help, to guide, to learn, to
understand and to teach. These qualities indicate humanness and their absence is to be subhuman. Living humanness manifests harmony in relationships, community and society at
large. Harmonious humankind can be sustained forever.
To realise this harmony each person's interactions can be qualified in terms of values, morals
and ethics. These are all attitudes by which one may conduct himself/herself, these may also
be considered as guiding principles in life. Each person needs to make a conscious decision
to live in accordance with these, in absence of such a decision a person by default leads a
disharmonious life.
These attitudes are reflected in our thought, speech and actions, this in turn determine the
quality of our interactions with our fellow beings. These three: values, morals and ethics
define a persons humanness and therefore his/her identity in terms of humanness is defined
by these three.

Values - The basis of harmony in relationships
Values are intrinsic principles that govern relationships. If one lives in accordance with
values in relationships then those relationships become balanced and both the related persons
feel the joy in that relationship. For example if one lives with mutual respect, trust, affection,
gratitude then that relationship becomes balanced and harmonised. In this one can see that
Values are the basis for harmony in relationships. Valueless living is unfulfilled life full of
mistakes.

Morals - The basis of harmony in community
Morals are intrinsic principles that govern community living. Morals are mainly in terms of
'earning wealth', 'marital propriety' and 'propensity towards kindness/cruelty in workbehaviour'. If one generates wealth through our own genuine efforts without cheating or
stealing then it is considered righteous wealth which is considered a high moral value.
Secondly, if one maintains marital propriety by being sincere, loyal & committed, then it is
considered to be righteous spouse, a high moral value. Thirdly, if a person in his-her daily
interactions exhibits propensity towards kindness/nurturing in work-behaviour instead of
cruelty/exploitation, then that is considered high moral value. Immoral living is sin and
leads to crime.

Ethics - The basis of harmony in society & social order
Ethics is the policy of living in the society. It is a way of living which nurtures the order in
society. The order in society needs to be established and sustained to ensure the continuity of
the humankind from one generation to the next forever. This can only be achieved if the
resources in form of mind, body and material are purposefully utilised & protected from
generation to generation. The policy to do the same is by abundant production, proper
distribution & full utilisation of all the resources for social welfare so that there is no scarcity,
no waste, no deprivation, no exploitation. The sustainability of these resources can be
achieved by 1) Proper education, 2) Guarding natural cycles, 3) Protecting the sources of
resources, 4) Protecting the goods in transit and storage etc. Only such practices can ensure
the continuity of availability of the splendour of this life sustaining planet for the future
generations. To live in accordance with these principles is to be ethical. To waste, to horde, to

deprive, to destroy, is to be unethical. Unethical living leads to imbalance, exploitation,
struggle and conflict/war.
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Ayam Nijah Paroveti Gadana Laghuchetasam
Udar Charitanam Tu Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam
This is our, it is their; people of lower character calculate like this. But for those who possess
higher consciousness, whole earth is a family.

How to Develop Harmonious Relationships: 13 Steps
Step1. Be Understanding
Understand with empathy. Listen attentively, with compassion. Ask clarifying and openended questions to fully understand and to show your interest. Communicate your
understanding with "active listening" and by responding in a non-critical and nondefensive way.
Step2. Be Respectful
Honour each person by showing positive regard and respect. Relate to the essential goodness
of each person, even when it is hidden. Recognize their great potential. Show them that you
know how precious and valuable they are by expressing respect and appreciation.
Ste 3. Be Sincere
Be genuine. Be really present with authentic and sincere interest. Share your best self,
your highest feelings, your soulful connection, your caring and desire to help.
Ste 4. Be Exemplary
Teach by example. Be a living example of what you want to teach. Inspire others with
your positive attitude, joyful feelings and actions. Be a good role model.
Ste 5. Be Clear
Communicate well. Speak their language, verbal and non-verbal, to build rapport, comfort
and trust. For good communication, speak in ways that allows them to understand you, and
in ways, such as by accurately summarizing and reflecting what they have said, so that they
feel heard and understood.
Ste 6. Be Encouraging
Praise other people's positive attributes and express admiration and appreciation for their
talents, qualities, accomplishments, values and courage. Validate their feelings and
normalize their reactions. Acknowledge and endorse their positive aspirations such as their
desire to learn and grow.
Ste 7. Be Supportive
Support and assist sensitively and compassionately with information, referrals,
contacts, endorsements, backing, coaching, mentoring, teaching and training.

Ste 8. Be Empowering
Empower others by supporting them in making their own decisions. Gently offer guidance
in clarifying goals, considering consequences and choosing accomplishable steps. Their
successes will increase their self-respect, confidence, sense of responsibility and
empowerment.
Ste 9. Be Prayerful & Optimistic
optimistically trust in the essential goodness and growth of others .Visualize a harmonious
relationship, seeing the other blessed in light and love, protected and growing. Prayers,
blessings, affirmations and visualizations are powerful forces, benefiting everyone!
Ste 10. Be Grateful & Gracious
Express your gratitude. Show your appreciation. Be specific with your thanks and gratitude in
a timely fashion. Be grateful and acknowledge what others mean to you. Showing gratitude
works wonders. Be gracious and find grace in the eyes of the Creator and of Mankind.
Ste 11. Be Kind & Caring
Being kind and caring is our true calling, our soul's divine nature. The benevolent giving of
ourselves, with kind gestures, caring attitudes, and actions, is a blessing and healing for those
we give to, and are a blessing and healing for ourselves.
Ste 12. Be A Good Friend
A good friend allows us to give, as well as to receive and feel appreciated. Even when
friends are not equally capable, each has something to give the other. Creating opportunities
for the other to give and gratefully receiving their gifts are the acts of a good friend.
Ste 13. Be Loving
To love is to give unselfishly. God created us with love and He instructed us to love Him and
His creation. Love is our soul's calling. Our destiny is to be loving, emulating the qualities of
God. Love is nurturing & healing, stimulating emotional, spiritual physical growth &
development.

WHAT IS RELATIONSHIP BUILDING ALL ABOUT?
Relationships are the building blocks for all community organizing activities. Whether you
want to organize a volleyball game or get rid of unfair housing practices in your town, you
will need lots of good relationships. Why? Because the relationships we have with our coworkers, the communities we serve, and even our adversaries are the means for achieving our
goals. People don't work in isolation: we need to be working together! It is our relationships
all added together that are the foundation of an organized effort for change. We need lots of
people to contribute their ideas, take a stand, and get the work done.
It is also the people who motivate us to reach our goals. As community builders, we care
deeply about people and caring is part of our work. It is our caring for others that motivates
us to work as hard as we do. It is often the health and happiness of our children, neighbours,
and co-workers that we hold fixed in our minds as we push ourselves to overcome obstacles
and take on challenges that can feel overwhelming.
If you are the official leader, or an active citizen without an official title, you will be most
effective if you establish many strong relationships around yourself in the community.

In this section, we will talk about building and sustaining relationships and give you some
practical tips and general guidelines.
And remember: ordinary people learn the skills of establishing and maintaining
relationships all the time. You don't need to be particularly charming, witty, or talented.
However, if you are charming, witty, or talented, these guidelines may help you, too!
FUNDAMENTAL REASONS TO BUILD RELATIONSHIPS:










Community building occurs one-to-one. You need to build relationships with people
one-to-one if you want them to become involved in your group or organization. Some
people become involved in organizations because they believe in the cause. However,
many people become involved in a community group or organization, just because
they have a relationship with another person who is already involved.
We need relationships in order to win allies to our cause. In order to get support from
people outside our organizations, we need to build relationships in which people
know and trust us.
Our relationships give meaning and richness to our work and to our lives. We all
need a community of people to share the joys and the struggles of organizing and
making community change. A little bit of camaraderie goes a long way.

WHAT KINDS OF RELATIONSHIPS ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?
Every relationship is different, but they all matter. If you smile and say hello to the school
crossing guard on your way to work every day, you have formed a relationship. That crossing
guard may be the one who will be watching out for your kids or grandchildren when they are
old enough to walk to school by themselves. The guard will remember you and your warm
smile when escorting your child across the street. And maybe the crossing guard will be the
one you eventually recruit to head up the citizens' traffic safety committee.
Your relationship with the crossing guard may be quite different from the relationships you
have with people involved in your neighbourhood park-cleaning committee. The
relationships you have with the mayor's aide, with your staff, with members of your board of
directors, and with your spouse will all be different but they all play an important role in
community organizing.
The more relationships you have, the better. You never know when they will come in handy.
A local gang member might be just the person you need to help you organize a group to build
a new playground in your neighbourhood. Whether they are government officials, school
teachers, business people, elders, gardeners, children, people with disabilities, homeless
people or whoever else--building friendships will pay off in ways you may never have
anticipated.
YOU ARE AT THE CENTER
Imagine a wheel in which you are at the hub or center and each spoke represents a
relationship with another person. Does that sound egotistical? It doesn't need to be. It takes a
lot of spokes to hold the wheel together and the wheel is what helps move the initiative along.
There is enough room in the group for everyone to create their own wheel of strong
relationships.
The point is that you have to take the time to set up and sustain relationships. If you wait for
others to establish relationships with you first, you may spend a lot of time waiting.

One reminder: It doesn't make sense to form relationships just to get people to do work for
you. That won't work because people will feel used. Community builders approach
relationships with integrity. We form relationships because we genuinely like someone,
because we have something to offer that person, or because we share some common goal.
WHEN DO YOU BUILD AND SUSTAIN RELATIONSHIPS?
You do it all the time. If you take an extra five minutes to ask the person who is stuffing
envelopes how they think the baseball team is doing this year, you will have built a stronger
relationship.
Some relationships require more time than others. You may want to meet for lunch once a
month with all the other directors of youth organizations in your town. You may need to meet
twice this week with a staff member who has some built up resentment about the job. You
may want to call your school committee representative every now and then to check in about
issues of common concern.
As community organizers with few resources, we are often under enormous pressures that
distract us from paying attention to relationships. We feel the urgency of achieving important
goals. We mistakenly feel that spending time on relationships is the fluffy stuff that makes a
person feel good, but doesn't get the job done. Often, however, relationships are the key to
solving a problem or getting the job done. Building and sustaining many solid, strong
relationships is central to our work as community leaders.
RELATIONSHIPS ARE THE GROUNDWORK
Often building relationships is the groundwork that must be laid before anything else gets
done on a project. The bigger the project, the more relationships you will usually need as a
foundation.
For example, if you are organizing a coalition of community groups that will work to create a
multicultural arts center, it would be a good idea to get to know people in each organization
before trying to get them together to work on the project.
Ask yourself: "Would you be more persuaded by someone you know, or by a complete
stranger?" Then be guided by your own answer.
When you plan a project, you need to include the time it takes to build relationships into your
plan. People need time to build trust. Whenever people work together, they need to have
trusting relationships. When trust is missing, people usually have a difficult time functioning
cooperatively. They worry about risking too much. Disagreements seem to erupt over no
important reason. Investing time, resources, and one's organizational reputation can be risky.
At the least people want some return for their investment. They have to feel like you know
them as a person, understand their interests, and will not let them down.
Back to the multicultural arts center example--if creating one will involve several community
groups, and if you don't know them well (and they don't know each other), start working
together on a smaller project first. For example, you can jointly sponsor an evening of
cultural sharing. If the evening is successful, you will have gained some shared trust and
confidence on which to build. You can plan several similar events that will build trust over a
period of time.
If things are not going well, back up and try an easier challenge. If you begin to hold
discussions on the multicultural arts center and people show signs of apprehension rather than

excitement, slow down the process. Take on an easier challenge until strong relationships are
better established.
ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIPS BEFORE YOU NEED THEM
It's always better to build relationships before you need them or before a conflict arises. If
you already have a good relationship with the grocery store owner in your neighborhood, you
will be in a better position to help solve a dicey conflict between him and some neighborhood
teens. If you have already established a relationship with your school committee
representative, she might be more willing to respond to your opinions about special education
funding.
ESTABLISHING RELATIONSHIPS IN A CRISIS
It is not impossible to establish relationships during a crisis, and often a crisis can bring
people together. While it may seem unusual, make the most of your organization's crises.
Call for help and people will rise to the call. You can build relationships when you are in
need, because people often want to help.
HOW DO YOU BUILD RELATIONSHIPS? AN 11-STEP PROGRAM
Here are some tips for getting your relationships off the ground. Some of these ideas we
learned in the first grade but, as adults, we sometimes forget.
1. Build relationships one at a time. Fortunately or unfortunately, there are no short cuts.
Sending out a newsletter helps you keep in touch with lots of folks, but it's no
substitute for getting to know a real person.
2. Be friendly and make a connection. This may seem self-evident, but a friendly word
or smile can make someone's day. Try to find something in common: all of us want to
have close connections with our fellow humans.
3. Ask people questions. People love to talk about themselves and about what they think.
If you ask people about themselves and then take the time to listen attentively, they
can become your fast friend.
4. Tell people about yourself. People won't trust you unless you are willing to trust them.
Tell them what you genuinely care about and what you think.
5. Go places and do things. When asked why he robbed banks, the robber replied,
"Because that's where the money is." If you want to make friends, you have to go
where the people are: picnics, conferences, events, fundraisers, parties, playgrounds,
bowling alleys, little league games, bake sales, etc..
6. Accept people the way they are. You don't have to agree with them all the time in
order to form a relationship with them. No one likes to be judged.
7. Assume other people want to form relationships, too. Underneath the crabbiest
looking person is often a lonely soul hoping someone will make a crack in their shell.
8. Overcome your fear of rejection. Most of us suffer from a fear of rejection, and there's
only one thing to do about that: get over it. If you want to form relationships, plan on
being rejected some of the time. You will be richly rewarded the rest of the time with
the new relationships you have made.
9. Be persistent. People are often shy and suspicious. It takes a while to win trust. You
can almost always form a relationship if you stick with it.
10. Invite people to get involved. People want to become part of something bigger than
themselves. Many people are looking for an opportunity to meet other people who
share common goals. At the worst, people will be flattered that you invited them to
join.

11. Enjoy people. If you genuinely enjoy people, others will be attracted to your attitude.
People will more likely want to be around you.
HOW DO YOU BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT CULTURAL
BACKGROUNDS THAN YOUR OWN?
Here are some common-sense guidelines:













Learn about the person's culture. Any effort will go a long way in showing that you
care enough to find out about the reality of another person's life.
Put yourself at the center of another person's culture. Especially if you are getting to
know someone who is not a part of majority culture, try going to their cultural events
where you are the minority. If you are willing to take risks and put yourself in a
situation in which you might feel uncomfortable, people will be more inclined to want
to get to know you.
Take a stand against the person's oppression. Actions speak louder than words.
People who experience oppression need allies to speak out against injustice. Strong
relationships are forged when people act courageously on behalf of each other.
It's okay to make mistakes. You may have to make mistakes as you build relationships
with people who have different cultural backgrounds than your own, but people are
generally forgiving, especially if your intentions are good. Remember, hang in there
even if you feel rejected.

HOW DO YOU BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEOPLE WHO HOLD POSITIONS OF
POLITICAL POWER?
Here are some guidelines for forming relationships with elected officials, business leaders,
and heads of large organizations.





Don't be intimidated. People who hold titles or positions of political power are
humans, too. They like to form relationships just like everyone else does.
Listen and withhold judgment. People with titles rarely get a chance to be listened to.
They rarely get a chance to think through an issue without someone pressuring them
to vote one way or another. One way to befriend such a person is to take the time to
listen to them. See what you can offer them, not just in a political context but as a
sympathetic human being.

HOW DO YOU SUSTAIN RELATIONSHIPS?
Okay, now you've built some relationships. Relationships, like any other living thing, need
care to keep them alive and healthy. So what do you do with them to keep them going?





Pay attention to people. Check in with people when you need to. This may take only
a few minutes a week, but those few minutes can make the difference in helping your
friend or co-worker remember the importance of the work you are doing together.
Communicate openly. People need to communicate. It's a good idea to set aside
some time just to talk about the way things are going. When people don't have a
chance to talk about important issues, misunderstandings can occur and tensions often
build up. Communication is a discipline that has to be practiced regularly; it's like
taking vitamins or doing push-ups.



















Appreciate each other. Everyone needs to be appreciated in order to keep
relationships going. If you notice that someone did a stellar job of collecting the
necessary data for the committee, say so. If you enjoy working with someone, let
them know. We are all human beings and appreciation helps us thrive.
Extend yourself. Go a little out of your way, at least once in a while. If your coworker needs to spend some extra time with his daughter, you might tell him go home
early and you'll finish up the grant proposal.
Volunteer to do some work for their organization (if they are not already in yours).
If you lend them a hand, they are likely to think well of you and give something back
in return.
Challenge each other to do better. We all need a buddy to help us stretch ourselves
beyond what we think we can do. We can also build stronger relationships by
challenging our work partners to take on bigger challenges.
Back each other when things get tough. Loyalty is essential to keeping relationships
healthy. We may not agree with a co-worker or friend, but we can stand by him or her
when they are in a jam.

WHEN RELATIONSHIPS GET MESSY
Many relationships get messy sooner or later and that's not necessarily a bad thing. In fact,
sometimes people need a good fight or a clearing of the air in order to get a relationship back
on track. A conflict doesn't mean the relationship has to come to an end. Remember: we often
fight with the people we care about the most and with whom we share our greatest hopes.
Here are some ideas that might come in handy when things get hard:





























Take time to listen to each other. This is not always easy. Each person should take
time some time to listen without interrupting, while the other person talks.
Put yourself in the other person's shoes. Everyone in a conflict has distinctly
different views of a situation. In the thick of a fight, people are usually convinced they
are absolutely right. Try to see why the other person sees things the way they do. Just
your attempt to do so will help the other person see that you are trying. 
Look at what is true about what the other person is saying. See if you can correct
the situation. If you need to apologize, go ahead. It may feel horrible, but an apology
can often help a relationship get back on the right track.
Separate emotions from reality. Everyone has emotions that surface intermittently.
People often say things they don't mean when they are in the middle of an emotional
upset. Allow time and space for people to feel their emotions before you try to work
things out.
Continue to appreciate and respect each other. Even though it may be difficult,
focus on the positive aspects of the relationship. If you model appreciation, the other
person will often follow.
Speak from your heart. As you try to unravel the difficulty, keep focused on what
you and the other person care about most: the goals of the project, each other, the
community, etc.
Don't give up your principles. Don't sacrifice what you believe in just to make a
relationship work. If you give up on your principles, you won't be effective and the
relationship won't work anyway.
Hang in there when things get hard. You can take some breathing room, but try not
to give up on the relationship altogether. When things are the toughest, there are



important lessons to be learned. It's best to keep a relationship that you've invested
your time and caring into?
You can act independently to improve any relationship. Even if the other person
or group of people is acting rotten, you can act in a way that is positive, respectful,
constructive, and thoughtful. This may surprise people, and they may follow your
lead.

Is all this easier said than done? Yes. Managing relationships may be hard, but it is not
impossible. Think of yourself as an explorer, charting your course through the mysterious and
murky waters of relationships. Treasure lies ahead!
RELATIONSHIPS WITH ADVERSARIES
Yes, you can even have relationships with the people who disagree with you and who may
even be working against you and the goals of your organization. You can use the same
guidelines listed in the "When relationships get messy" section above, with these additions:



You can disagree and still build relationships with individuals who are working
against your goals. If you do so, members of the other camp will begin to see you as
human rather than viewing you as the enemy. In turn you will get a picture of their
humanity as well. You might try inviting someone from the "other" camp to lunch and
find out what you have in common.
You can set up a dialogue group to hear why adversaries view the issues the way they
do. You can hire a neutral facilitator to come in and lead a discussion about the areas
of disagreement. With a skilled facilitator, people may start to understand the values
and caring that others bring to their opinions, and find areas of common interest.

IN SUMMARY
Building and sustaining relationships are at the heart of organizing communities. The strength
of community lies in the strength of the connections that we have with each other. With
strong connections, people have the power to make real change. Building these connections
takes time; but it is worth it.
Relationships are the often the source of our greatest joys and greatest challenges.
Understanding relationships is no simple task. People are so unique and complex that there is
no easy formula.
Central to almost every religion is the idea that we should treat our neighbors the way we
would like to be treated. If you keep that in mind, you will most likely succeed in building
relationships that you can depend on.
Whether you are a "leader" or a follower, you have the ability to build a community of
friends, colleagues, associates, allies, partners, and buddies around you. Together, there is no
telling what you can do.

